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I. Introduction
At first glance the controversies surrounding risk assessment
and environmental justice issues seem far removed. Risk assessment
conjures images of number crunching scientists deducing how much
hazard the average human can withstand before developing cancer or
dying. Environmental justice invokes images of environmental
degradation in communities of color, low-income areas, and
politically disenfranchised communities. Yet, since risk assessments
are used in practically all environmental regulation and the
methodology used in these assessments partially determines the
issues of concern in communities disproportionately affected by
environmental hazards, the linkage of the two concepts needs further
definition. Today, no issue can be tackled with one science or
another.
Improvements in both of these areas are needed since risk
assessment methods are new and often use an inadequate quantity of
information and environmental justice concerns are not being
remedied. Risk assessments specifically claim to be purely scientific;
yet the data gaps and related uncertainties make it impossible to
create unbiased assessments and the manner in which the assessment
is used in policy decisions shifts with the political winds.
Nevertheless, the current administration announces intentions to
remedy environmental injustice and bias in risk assessment
procedures simultaneously, while Congress attempts to keep the
public out of risk decision-making and refuses to recognize that
environmental injustices exist. Even though some action is being
taken, no truly productive steps can be taken without increasing
public trust in government through opening processes to public
scrutiny.
This paper attempts to define and explain risk assessment and
environmental justice, to review the attempts to improve both, and to
make suggestions for improving both concerns through increasing
trust in government. Part I describes the weaknesses in light of the
strengths of risk assessment as it is utilized in the regulatory
RISK ASSESSMENT
framework. Part II looks at the environmental justice movement and
recalls how some issues that make risk assessments untrustworthy are
the same issues behind this movement. Then, part III examines the
common issues relating to risk assessment and the environmental
justice movement. Part VI explains why, theoretically, the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) should help environmental justice
communities fight inadequate risk assessments and why, realistically,
it does not.
The paper goes on to examine legislative and executive
attempts to improve risk assessments and conditions in
environmentally burdened areas in parts V and VI. These parts are
followed by a discussion of various suggestions for improving the
two concepts, in part VII. The final analysis, in part VIII, suggests
ways in which societal trust can be reinstated in governments through
a restructuring of agency decision-making.
II. Risk Assessment
Agencies and industry perform risk assessments in order to
calculate the risk of harm to human health and the environment due
to a particular event. For example, risk managers use these
calculations to determine the amount of pesticide that should be used
on crops or the amount of a contaminant that can be in groundwater.1
Recently, Congress has tried to incorporate risk assessment language
into every environmental statute that has come up for
reauthorization.2 Representatives reason that risk assessment allows
regulators to calculate where funds may be utilized in order to save
the most lives for the dollar--where funds will make "the biggest bang
I See generally Donald T. Hornstein, Reclaiming Environmental Law: A
Normative Critique of Comparative Risk Analysis, 92 COLUM. L. REV. 562, 576
(1992) (addressing situations where risk assessments are used).
2 See H.R. 3800, 103rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1994), S. 2019, 103rd Cong., 2nd
Sess. (1994), and Senate Approves Risk Assessments, Takings Amendments to
Drinking Water Rewrite Bill, DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES 95 d42, May 19,
1994.
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for the buck." Unfortunately, this is a false assumption since risk
assessments and the resulting risk management decisions are filled
with gaps in data, uncertainties and assumptions.3 Proponents of risk
assessment claim that the process is scientific and value free, failing
to recognize that by choosing to rely on incomplete science, values
favoring scientific "guesstimates" are inferred into the assessment.
In other words, assessors use values which promote technology over
equality or culture. Additionally, risk assessments are inadequate
since they fail to consider the values of the public that are influenced
by risk based decisions.
Numerically, a risk assessment is the product of the likelihood
of an adverse event and the magnitude of the ensuing harm. These
calculations can be attacked on numerous grounds including: bias,
exaggeration of the adversarial nature of the process, poor public
understanding, poor-quality personnel, inconsistency in process
between and within agencies, and redundancy of calculations.4
Once completed, the risk assessment is implemented into the
decision-making process by policy-makers; this is the risk
management stage. How risk managers incorporate the assessment
into the management decisions influences the outcome of the process.
If all of these steps are taken without public input, then regulators add
to the current perception that government does not represent the
people but those with political influence.
A. Risk Assessment Problems Extend from Inadequacies in the
Risk Assessment Process, in the Communication of the Risk, and
in the Perception of the Risk
Risk assessments have both inherent and external problems.
3 See generally COMMITTEE ON THE INSTITUTIONAL MEANS FOR ASSESSMENT
OF RISKS TO PUBLIC HEALTH, COMM'N ON LIFE SCIENCES, NAT'L RESEARCH
COUNCIL, RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: MANAGING THE
PROCESS (1983) [hereinafter The Red Book] and Homstein,,supra note I (critiques
of risk assessments procedures).
' The Red Book, supra note 3.
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Inherently, risk assessments must ultimately address uncertainties,
limited resources, and the complexity of assessing risks when there
are multiple effects and multiple chemicals affecting individuals at
one time.' Externally, risk assessors must address public concerns
about health problems, visible economic interests of parties either
completing the assessment or supplying data for the assessment, and
Congressional action which may change priorities or procedures at
whim.
The most basic problem with risk assessment is the
framework within which environmental regulators approach risk.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) allows certain
environmental risks provided that the probability of death from
exposure to such risks falls below regulated limits. This framework
promotes the idea that the EPA is trying to control risk rather than
prevent risk and setting an acceptable amount of risk rather than
trying to eliminate or reduce a risk present in society. The following
discussion emphasizes the problems with the risk framework that the
country has chosen.
1. Risk Assessments may be Calculated Using "Science" but this does
not Mean that the Outcomes are Value-free or Unbiased
Scientists claim that their decisions are value-free. This is
because they use scientific facts and highly educated people's
assumptions in creating their assessment of risks in deciding that an
activity may or may not harm an area or a person. What they do not
admit is that science is based on models. Some models represent
nature; others do not. Either way, the models are overly simplified
and cannot account for every variable in the natural world By
sld. at 11.
6 Id. at 13.
'E.g., 40 CFR § 300.430 (e)(2)(I)(A)(2) (1994).
S Craig M. Pease & J.J. Bull, Is Science Logical?, 42 BIoSCIENCE
293 (1992).
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choosing a certain model, scientists place value in that model,
possibly because of how the model itself may effect the outcome.
Many elements needed to complete a risk assessment allow
for value and bias in the outcome. The big problem in risk
assessment is the incomplete data that leads to uncertainties.' Risk
assessors inevitably attempt to quantify uncertainties which are
neither measurable nor predictable. How assessors treat that lack of
information may bias an assessment or favor a particular outcome.
Therefore, the outcome may vary depending on who completes the
assessment. In addition, the sample populations used or the types of
previous studies that the assessment is based upon can also shape the
results. Result oriented assessors can manipulate the numbers to
provide more or less protection depending upon population or the
task involved.
Therefore, scientific procedures involved in risk assessment
carry value in themselves. By promoting environmental decision-
making based solely on risk assessments calculated by experts,
society places science and technology above other elements that may
be important in detennining risk. This scientific rationality promotes
a world view that ignores individual values, cultures, and beliefs."0
Risk managers incorporate these risk assessments into policies
which are used to decide issues such as where to site a toxic waste
dump, which companies can discharge a specific quantity of a risky
substance, and how much and how often farmers or foresters can use
pesticides or herbicides. The risk manager's values may be
incorporated into the various management decisions, thereby favoring
one activity or substance over another based on that risk manager's
opinion as to what data is most reliable. Often, this means that which
ever political party has control of the White House will have its
agenda forwarded by risk managers.
9 The Red Book, supra note 3, at 11.
" Cynthia-Lou Coleman, Science, Technology and Risk Coverage of a
Community Conflict, 17 MEDIA, CULTURE AND SOCIETY: THE MEDIA POLITICS
OF SCIENCE 65 (1995).
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2. The Public's Perception of Risk is Important in Setting an
Environmental Regulatory Agenda
Even though life spans are increasing and many devices are
being discovered or invented to further extend our lifetimes and to
make them more comfortable, the public's sensitivity to risk has been
expanding with our age. Technology, although adored for its
benefits, is perceived as being risky and dangerous; yet some older
pieces of technology, once feared, are now taken for granted."
The degree to which society perceives risks reflects the degree
to which human self-defense mechanisms motivate societal and
behavioral change.' 2 If a hazard is seen as deadly or unacceptable,
people will go out of their way to avoid the hazard. For example,
people have been known to incur 100 miles more risk from driving
a car out of their way in order to avoid coming to near a nuclear site.
Included in this public perception of risk are "dread factors"; these
same factors are excluded for scientific risk analysis and account for
the differences between public and expert perception of risk.'3
The way that society perceives risk and the way in which
scientists and bureaucrats perceive risk are different for a variety of
reasons. The voluntariness involved in the risk producing activity
affects the way in which the risk is perceived. Few will argue that
smoking is not a dangerous activity. 4 Studies show that it increases
the risk of lung cancer and a host of other life-threatening conditions.
Many proponents of risk assessment take the level of risk involved
with smoking and compare that with living next to a hazardous waste
incinerator to show how "safe" this neighbor would be. These
assessors do not consider the fact that smoking is an activity that is
1, The automobile was originally a dreaded invention. Now people drive more
recklessly because they feel that they control this technology.
12 Robin Morris Collin & Robert W. Collin, Where did all the Blue Skies Go?:
Sustainability and Equity, 9 J. ENVTL. L. & LITIG. (forthcoming 1995).
13 See Deneen DeRodes, Risk Perception and Risk Communication in the Pub-
lic Decision-Making Process, 8 J. PLAN. LITERATURE 324, 325 (1994).
14 See the Surgeon Generals' warning on any pack of cigarettes.
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voluntarily controlled by the person that participates in the activity.' 5
Living next to an incinerator or a dump or in an industrial area may
not be a truly voluntary activity. People prefer to control their
surroundings and will be suspicious of anything that is seen as being
forced upon them by fate or the government.
16
Additionally, the public's perceptions of risk may differ
depending on whether the risky activity is beneficial. 7 Risks from
medical technology are readily accepted because they are seen as
beneficial and because the medical profession is trusted, whereas
technology for disposing of waste is perceived as dangerous and the
government, which regulates this disposal, is not trusted. 8
a. Theories of Risk Perception may Explain Motivations Behind the
Environmental Justice Movement
There are many theories on how the public perceives risks
including: knowledge, personality, economic, and cultural.
Knowledge theory says the people perceive activities to be dangerous
because they know them to be dangerous. Personality theory
recognizes that some people perceive themselves as risk takers or risk
avoiders. Economic theory predicts that the public will be more
"willing to accept societal risks from technology because they benefit
more and are shielded from adverse consequences." 9 Cultural theory
suggests that differing cultures prefer and perceive risk differently
according to their histories.2" These theories can explain why
communities of color and socioeconomically disadvantaged
communities perceive risks differently.
Is Smoking is addictive, but this fact is also known when someone begins
smoking.
6 See DeRodes, supra note 13.
17 Id. at 325.
"See Paul Slovic, Perceived Risk, Trust, and Democracy, 13 RISK ANALYSIS
(1993).
"9 DeRodes, supra note 13, at 326.
20 Id
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A recent study shows that white males perceive risks as not
being as "risky" as non-white men and women and white women.2
The phenomenon of environmental racism could explain these
differences.22 Communities of color are often barraged with
environmental and socioeconomic problems that affect their vision of
risk.23 Using the knowledge theory, this exposure to hazardous
activities makes communities of color knowledgeable as to the
dangers in these hazardous areas. Using the economic theory, the
figures showing that those who perceived less risks are white males,
the dominant sex and race in today's world, and thus, they benefit
more from the wealth generated from the hazardous activities as the
owners of waste incinerators, factories, etc. Possibly once everyone
feels secure about their financial status, their environment, their
health, and feels politically empowered, perceptions of risk will be
equivalent across both race and gender lines.
b. Distrust of Government Regulators may Account for Public
Scrutiny of Risk
Risk must be approached from a community perspective in
order to gain institutional trust. The theory of recreancy fits
appropriately into the discussion of risk assessment and
environmental justice. Recreancy is "the failure of institutional actors
to carry out their responsibilities with the degree of vigor necessary
to merit the societal trust they enjoy. "24 This failure or perceived
failure can be exemplified through notions of risk perceptions and
risk communication. If this failure is not present now, then the failure
will occur soon if peoples' values are not incorporated into the risk
assessments.
21 James Flynn, Paul Slovic, & C.K. Mertz, Gender, Race, and Perception of
Environmental Health Risks, RISK ANALYSIS (forthcoming 1994).
22 Id.; see also part III.
23 See Flynn, et al., supra note 21.
24 William R. Freudenberg, Risk and Recreancy: Weber, The Division ofLabor,
and the Rationality of Risk Perceptions, 71' SOCIAL FORCES 909 (1993).
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c. The Use of Risk Communication in Creating Trust in Risky
Industries and in Government Risk Assessments
In Nevada, in order to gain support for the nuclear waste
repository on Yucca Mountain, the government undertook a three
year, multi-million dollar publicity campaign to promote the
development and educate and inform the public of the minimal risks
associated with the construction and operation .2  This campaign
backfired when an anti-nuclear group uncovered a confidential
document describing how the government was trying to manipulate
public sentiment instead of educate the public. This discovery
widened the level of distrust. Even without this discovery, studies
illustrated that the ad campaign did not effect public perception.26
Subsequent to these occurrences, a study on Nevada residents
indicated that out of all reports that could generate public trust of
government in the construction and operation of this site, giving
citizen and environmental organizations the ability to stop operations
at the site would produce the greatest trust building result.27
Unfortunately, even this positive trust gaining experience evoked a
response of an average degree for trust destroying activities.
Other methods of building trust occur through reducing risks.
For example, free cancer screening for residents concerned about a
risk producing industry in their neighborhood, would give residents
the ability to monitor their own health.28 Industries producing the
risks should take positive action in hopes of educating the public and
gaining public trust.
Risk communication cannot be a one-way communication and
still be effective. Community involvement in either directly reducing
risks or public participation at the risk assessment level is needed to
25 James Flynn, How Not to Sell a Nuclear Waste Dump, WALL ST. J. Apr. 15,
1992 at A20.
26 Id.
11 Slovic, supra note 18.
28 Alfred Levinson, Risk Communication: Talking About Acceptable Risk
Reduction Instead ofAcceptable Risk, RISK ANALYSIS, (C. Zervios ed., 1991).
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calm community fears. Overall, in order to build trust in government
regulation of risks, government is going to have to focus on reducing,
if not eliminating risks, instead of on calculating the amount of harm
that is "acceptable." "Generally, the best way to communicate risk
is NOT TO."29 This proposition is not based on the attitude that the
less one knows the better, or ignorance is bliss, but rather on the idea
that people distrust the forums that operate the hazardous facilities
and that instead of quibbling over the amount of acceptable risk,
people should focus on reducing the risk.30 In fact, explaining how
one intends to reduce risks may be just as important as explaining
how small the risk is.3' This way companies can builds trust based on
their actions.
Ill. Environmental Justice
The call for environmental justice is the call to end the
disproportionate distribution of environmental risk, the call to inform
others of the hazards created by waste and industry, and, most
importantly, the call for the recognition of everyone's right to live in
a healthy environment. Since the movement focuses on
environmental hazards, and risk assessment is an important
methodology in assessing hazard, risk assessment methodologies
must be designed to protect and inform the community. Current risk
assessment procedures are not working since communities are upset
by the Superfimd process, hazardous waste incinerator sitings, and
legal uses and quantities of pesticides--procedures which utilize risk
assessment. The environmental justice movement criticizes the
government's approach of "calculated murder."
People of color perceive risks as being greater than the male
caucasian population.32  This discrepancy may arise from
29 Id.
30 Id. At 3 87.
3' Levinson, supra note 28.
32 See supra note 21.
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communities of color increased exposure to risks. Because
caucasians, especially male caucasians, dominate our current political
and economic systems, racism may appear to be the cause of the
minority communities bearing a disproportionate amount of the
environmental hazards. Racism may be overt or subconscious. Our
institutions may be organized so as to perpetuate old racist policies.3
No matter what motivates or causes the disproportionate siting of
environmental hazards in minority communities, ignoring or denying
these facts shows society's insensitivity to community attitudes,
culture, and perceptions. In this way, how society and the
government deal with risk assessment issues will foreshadow how
environmental justice will or will not be achieved.
Environmental justice is the tenuous endpoint of a long
discourse on terming the study of the unequal effects and distribution
of environmental hazards in areas which are economically
disadvantaged especially communities of color.34 The movement
"adheres to a social justice perspective of environmentalism, while
the EPA and many national organizations adhere to a science and
technology oriented perspective of environmentalism."35
Legal literature regards the first case of environmental racism
as occurring in Warren County, North Carolina.36 After pressure
from demonstrators and local religious leaders, the Government
11 Edward Patrick Boyle, It's Not Easy Bein' Green: The Psychology of Racism,
Environmental Discrimination, and the argument for Modernizing Equal
Protection Analysis, 46 VAND. L. REV. 937, 945 (1993).
" See generally, Robert W. Collin, Review of the Legal Literature on
Environmental Racism, Environmental Equity, and Environmental Justice, 9 J.
ENVTL. L. & LITIG. 121 (1994). Environmental Justice issues are not restricted to
solely communities of color or low-income areas, but any area which is politically
disadvantaged. The topics which should be addressed range from siting of
incinerators, to indoor air pollution, allocation of water rights, and possible
disproportionate enforcement of environmental laws and regulations.
" Eileen Gauna, Federal Environmental Citizen Suit Provisions: Obstacles and
hicentives on the Road to Environmental Justice, ECOLOGY L. Q. (Forthcoming
1995).
36 See Collin, supra note 34, at 132.
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Accounting Office (GAO) studied the siting of hazardous and toxic
substances in EPA Region IV and found that African-American
populations were correlated to commercial waste treatment and
uncontrolled waste sites.3 7 Subsequently, the Commission for Racial
Justice of the United Church of Christ published a report concluding
that the poor of all races were more likely than middle or upper
classes to live near hazardous waste sites and that race was
consistently a more prominent factor in the location of these sites.38
Since then many more studies have provided similar results.39
Critics attack zip code studies for being inaccurate. In addition, the
EPA has admitted to having inaccurate data as to the exact location
of hazardous waste sites.4" For example, a location error of 0.5 miles
changed the location of a site from being in a 60% African-American
area to an 80% white area.4' It does not matter which study is the
more correct. The controversy implies that there is a problem.
The EPA published a report defining environmental equity as
fairness in environmental policy processes, administration of
environmental protection, and the distribution of environmental
hazards.42 Risk assessment may help to address these issues since
effectively designed assessments can lead to better processes and
outcomes. This process cannot be based solely on science and
technology since these communities may be disproportionately
affected due to past housing segregation, political
disenfranchisement, and lower land values. Therefore, risk
assessment cannot rely on values which ignore these facts.
When addressing the distribution of environmental protection,
7 Id. (citing the GAO report).
31 1d. at 133 (citing the final report, Toxic Waste and Race).
31 Benjamin A. Goldman, National Wildlife Federation, Not Just for Prosperity,
Achieving Sustainability with Environmental Justice (1994).
40 Telephone Interview with Marty Halper, Senior Science Advisor, EPA's
Office of Environmental Justice (Summer 1994).
41 Id.
42 U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY: REDUCING
RISKS FOR ALL COMMUNITIES (1992).
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legal authors have addressed how the current environmental
protection system fails to consider the distributional impacts of the
policy.4 3 However, most legal scholars agree that the judicial arena
is not the right forum for remedying environmental injustice.
Communities need to be politically empowered and given
information such that they are effectively involved in the siting
processes and are fully aware of the associated risks."
Legislation would be appropriate but has not passed. Proposed
risk assessment amendments to major environmental regulations
include consideration of disproportionately affected or sensitive
populations, but consideration alone will not steer policy and law
towards a more just path without political strength behind it.
Industry explains away environmental justice issues
expounding on how they choose land for environmentally risky
activities by looking at factors such as cost and geology. They find
solutions to risk in technology, but this means that they are promoting
their values, of seeing technology as the answer to risk, to the
detriment of community values, such as having a right to a clean and
healthy environment.
IV. Finding the Intersection Between Environmental Justice and
Risk Assessment
Both risk assessment methodology and environmental justice
affect communities of color and the politically disenfranchised.
When risk assessments are conducted absent considerations of
sensitive and disproportionately affected subpopulations, they are
under-protective and raise equity issues. Since residents of
environmentally degraded communities fall into these categories, the
two concepts can be correlated in a discussion of equity.
"3 Richard Lazarus, Pursuing "Environmental Justice": The Distributional
Effects of Environmental Protection, 87 NW. U.L. REV. 787, 796 (1993).
" Luke Cole, Empowerment as the Key to Environmental Protection: The
Need for Environmental Poverty Law, 19 ECOLOGY L.Q. 619 (1992).
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Additionally, the public's trust or distrust of government and industry
affects both concepts. The intersection also occurs when examining
the reaction of both industry and communities with environmental
justice concerns to risk and environmental discrimination. Finally,
Congressional and agency attempts to integrate environmental justice
and risk assessment concerns illustrate the integration of these
concepts.
A. Equity Concerns Link the Concepts of Environmental Justice
and Risk Assessment
Risk assessment, although a tool for identifying risk in order
to protect human health and the environment, does not accomplish its
mission in communities of color. Communities with environmental
justice concerns often have more than one point of contamination and
thus suffer from multiple exposures and cumulative impacts of
contaminants. Most risk assessments are not done on a cumulative
basis but rather using one or two variables. Therefore, risk
assessment is not valuable to these communities and reliance on the
methodology serves an injustice to the residents of the area.
Often, when uncertainties exist in calculating risk, best
guesses are used to create the assessment. Often these estimates lead
to conservative values which may be underprotective for certain
sensitive portions of the population. Environmental protection is
supposed to be for all people and by ignoring groups, especially those
groups already suffering from environmental degradation, society
says that those people do not deserve equal protection of
environmental laws. By ignoring these groups, issues of equity enter
the discussion."
See Robin Morris Collin & Robert Collin, Where DidAll the Blue Skies Go?:
Issues ofSustainability and Equity. 91 ENVTL. L. & LITIG. (Forthcoming 1995).
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B. Trust is a Central Issue in Both Risk Assessments and
Environmental Justice Concerns
Firms that create environmental hazards, and the government
that lets them, have practically obliterated the public's trust in the
regulation and operation of these industries. Trust can be lost in
several ways: by having spills of hazardous substances, by polluting
the community, by observing an increase in health problems, or by
hearing scientists bicker over the correct assessment of risk. Once
lost, trust is almost impossible to regain.
Usually, trust is easier to gain for the siting of a facility in
areas where industrial sites already exist--areas with environmental
justice concerns. This is because these sites were originally chosen
because of the lack of political empowerment, cost of the land,
geology, or because of race factors. Therefore, if companies operate
under the assumption that they need to locate in areas with trust in
industry, then they will locate in already polluted areas.46 Currently,
the NIMBY syndrome (Not in My Backyard) has swept the country
and no community is going to be welcoming waste disposal areas
whether solid, radioactive or toxic.
In order to regain trust, government and industry both are
going to have to consider incorporating citizens into risk
methodology and in areas invoking environmental justice concerns.
Since studies show that the only significant trust increasing event
may be to put operation and control of a hazardous site in citizen and
environmental organizations, meaningful citizen involvement must
be the first step for increasing trust.47 This further illustrates the
importance of public participation in both risk assessment and
environmental justice projects.
46 Levinson, supra note 27, at 390.
17 Slovic, supra note 18, at 678.
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C. Both Risk Assessment Methodologies and Environmental
Justice Concerns Would be Best Addressed in a Less Adversarial
Setting
The legal profession revolves around being an advocate.
When lawyers become involved in risk assessment and environmental
justice controversies, issues automatically become polarized and lines
are drawn between us and them instead of seeing the issues existing
in a global community.
Risk assessors, just like officials involved in the siting of
hazard creating industries, need to realize and empathize with the
consequences of their actions on even the smallest minority of
people.4" By working together, communities and experts may achieve
environmental justice and risk may be adequately assessed and
addressed. Public participation in a partnership role will be much
more effective at trust building than public participation in the sense
of notice and comment and public hearings.
D. Responses to Risk Assessment and Environmental Justice
Connection
Industry believes that environmental justice concerns should
not influence the regulation of industry. In a specific instance,
cement kiln companies are challenging the EPA's risk assessments in
their proposing to list the dust as a hazardous waste.49 The companies
say that "[p]olitical concerns such as 'environmental justice' are not
among the specified statutory factors [in the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) and] whether there are disproportionate
numbers of racial minorities or poor people living around cement
4 Cf Salmon River Concern Citizens v. Robertson, 32 F.3d 1346 (9th Cir.
1994). Here the judge stated that since sensitive individuals occupy a small
percentage of the population, then the likelihood of someone being effected in the
area was unlikely.
4' Environmental Justice Issues Should Not Influence Controls on Kiln Dust,
Firms Say, DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES 201 d34, October 20, 1994.
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kilns is wholly irrelevant to the regulatory determination. "50 So,
industry prefers to base regulatory decisions on risk assessments that
they prefer, although the data may be incomplete, if the regulatory
noose is loose. Additionally, since industry values science and
technology, they will shy away from studies by social scientists that
tell the industry of the injustice that they are inflicting on society.
Hazard inflicted communities involved in environmental
justice movements that are affected by risk assessments are
developing a "dictionary of Linguistic Detoxification" to define terms
used to mask risks." By learning to interpret risk assessments, these
communities will be better equipped to enter the 21st century's
comparative risk strategy and they may even be able to manipulate
the data so to improve the environmental quality in their
communities.
E. Risk Assessment Methodology Undermines All
Environmental Law
Risk assessments tend to undermine environmental law as a
whole by stressing the importance of accepting a level of risk and not
preventing the risk in the first place. Conservative elements in the
legislature perceive environmental regulation as burdensome to the
small businessperson, rancher, or farmer. These regulations are
portrayed as costly and ineffective. This compels legislators to try
to fix our environmental laws by incorporating risk assessments into
each environmental regulation in hopes of creating better regulating
by forcing risk assessments to be done for every rule-making. The
intent is irrelevant because the actual effect of this type of legislating
will be a decrease in environmental quality due to fewer regulation
and more bureaucracy. For communities of color, this would mean
delays in getting proactive regulations protecting their already
overburdened (pollution-wise) communities.
50 Id.
11 See Collin, supra note 45.
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Both risk assessment methodology and environmental justice
effect communities of color and the politically disenfranchised.
When risk assessments are conducted absent considerations of
sensitive and disproportionately affected subpopulations they are
under protective and raise equity issues. Since those in
environmentally degraded communities fall into these categories, the
two concepts can be correlated in a discussion of equity.
Additionally, the public's trust or distrust of government and industry
affects both concepts. The intersection also occurs when examining
the reaction of both industry and communities with environmental
justice concerns to risk and environmental discrimination. Finally,
the intersection of the two concepts is best seen in attempts by
Congress and agencies to integrate the two.
V. National Environmental Policy Act Challenges of
Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact
Statements are Ineffective in Combatting the Use of Risk
Assessment in any Community, Including Those with
Environmental Justice Concerns
Some environmental groups have attempted to stop or delay
a government action which they believe have Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS) based on faulty risk assessments by using the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 2 This act provides
considerable procedural checks on "major federal actions" which
significantly affect the human environment. 3 Currently, there is no
power or force behind the substantive mandates in NEPA of
eliminating damage to the environment or assuring a healthy,
productive, aesthetically pleasing environment for all Americans.
The courts, with blind trust in agency expertise, have been a barricade
to groups winning on procedural NEPA issues.
52 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (1988).
53 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (1988).
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In Salmon River Concerned Citizens v Robertson54 citizen
groups sued the United States Forest Service for basing a decision to
use herbicides on a nearby forest on a risk assessment which was
formulated even though there were gaps in the data. Because of the
data gaps, the Forest Service made three different assessments based'
on a normal or realistic scenario, an abnormal or conservative
scenario, and a worst case scenario.55 The assessment was attacked
on several bases including lack of attention to cumulative impacts.
This would lead to future EISs being tiered on wrong assessments and
therefore based on the faulty methodology. The Forest Service EIS
observed that it is possible that an exposed sensitive individual would
experience toxic effects, but that these individuals only compose a
small fraction of the population and therefore can somehow be
ignored.56 This ambivalence and acceptance of inequity in
environmental decision-making is unexcusable and illustrates how
inhumane a risk assessment can be with corresponding survival of the
fittest attitudes. All types of people were hurt by this action,
including Native Americans who used the area on a subsistence basis,
working with the affected plant life daily, but even this was not
properly taken into account.
The Sierra Club attempted to file suit using NEPA against the
Department of Natural Resources in Wisconsin for improperly
issuing an EIS for a mining operation which would detrimentally
affect threatened and endangered species and natural resources used
by the Lac Courte Oreilles band of the Ojibiwa Indian nation.57 This
resulted in a short-lived injunction. The more basic dispute was
between mine proponents (mine company, politicians, business
owners, and technologists) who saw the mine as being an appropriate
use of the land and the mine opponents (Native peoples and
environmentalists) who believed that the Native Americans were
4 Salmon River Concerns Citizen v. Robertson, 32 F.3d 1346 (9th Cir., 1994).
"Id. at 1350.
16 Id. at 1359-60.
" See supra note 10.
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entitled to fish, hunt, and gather under a 18th century treaty. Even
more simply, this dispute illustrates environmental justice in that the
native people's environment is being destroyed unjustly. This is not
a simple case of disproportionate siting, but a case of promises
broken.
Theoretically, NEPA should be able to control the faulty use
of risk assessments, especially in areas disproportionately affected by
environmental hazards, but because of the judiciary's tendency to
defer to agency action, this method of legislative control is worthless.
VI. Proposed Legislation Involving Risk Assessment and
Environmental Justice Attempts to Make the Enforcement of
Environmental Laws More Equitable and the Procedures
Involved in Evaluating Risk More Equitable
A. The Environmental Justice Act
On May 12, 1993, the Environmental Justice Act of 1992 was
introduced on the floor of the House of Representatives. 9 The
purposes of this bill were to collect data on environmental health
effects so that impacts on differing individuals can be better
understood. This purpose would not only help in the studying of the
effects of extreme exposure to environmental health hazards, but
would also help risk assessors better understand the risks from intense
exposure to environmental hazards.
Other purposes include identifying the areas most affected by
hazards, along with their health impacts, and ensuring that groups or
individuals residing within these worst areas have the opportunity and
the resources to participate in the technical processes which will
determine the existence of adverse health impacts.6" This purpose
also well serves the improvement of risk assessment since it ensures
5 I1d. at 12 (not in the published version).
9 H.R. 2105, 103rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1993).
60 H.R. 2105, § 2 (5).
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participation in the technical processes which determine the impacts,
making the procedure more accessible to the public while educating
them about the possible causes of the adverse effects. To insure
public participation, the bill would make Technical Assistance Grants
available to any group or individual who may be affected by a release
from a toxic chemical facility within the high impact areas.6 Only
one grant would be available per high impact site, but the grant would
be renewable in order to facilitate public participation.
Coming from the health studies would be a final report
addressing the acute and chronic impacts on health, including, but not
limited to: cancer, birth deformities, infant mortality rate, and
respiratory diseases.62 Also, the report shall seek to do a comparative
risk assessment of the risks from toxic chemicals present in the high
impact areas, both individually and cumulatively, in order to rank the
risks.63 Finally, the bill suggests legislation which the President
should propose to Congress if the health risks are found to be
substantial.
This legislation would take an important step in protecting the
health of Americans, especially those that are exposed to substances
with unknown effects on humans. The importance of law-making
here is paramount since that would signify the country's recognition
and concern with environmental justice issues. Also, it would
legitimate the movement in even the most conservative circles and
therefore possibly lead to law-applying so to prevent environmental
injustice.
B. Klein Risk Assessment Improvement Act
On April 28, 1994, the Risk Assessment Improvement Act of
1994 was introduced.64 The bill recognizes many of the problems
61 H.R. 2105, § 301.
62 H.R. 2105, § 401.
63 H.R. 2105, § 401 (3).
1 H.R. 4306, 103rd Cong., 2d Sess. (1994).
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with risk assessments and how-they are implemented. Importantly,
it recognizes that risk assessments are not sufficient for
environmental decision-making which must consider "a full range of
political, economic, environmental, and social equity concerns, and
societal values."65 Unfortunately, these concerns are not ranked and
this provision is only in the findings section of the bill. The purposes
of the bill are to: establish a risk assessment program in the EPA;
establish a study of comparative risk analysis; and, direct the Office
of Science and Policy to start an interagency coordinating process to
promote more compatible risk assessment procedures.
66
As risk assessment guidelines develop, they are to ensure that
the agency uses the most unbiased assumptions and that the agency
provides for public opportunity for comment whenever the guidelines
are updated.67 Provisions of this type will help make the procedures
more protective of burdened communities, but there is no guarantee.
Even though Congress would find that extra-scientific considerations
needed to be used, the minimum contents of the risk assessment
guidelines do not call for the incorporation of these values.6' Rather,
the research and training needs section calls for the program
administrator to study variabilities within populations and data gaps
in multiple risk assessments, mainstream recommendations to the risk
assessment process. 69
Overall, this bill seeks to overhaul risk assessment in order to
make it a better tool in environmental decision-making.
Unfortunately, it provides for only cursory public roles and does not
guarantee equal treatment, or special treatment, for communities
already overburdened with environmental hazards. Although the
committee assigned to develop these guidelines could incorporate
socioeconomics and issues of equity into the guidelines, without a
65 H.R. 4306, § 2(2).
66 H.R. 4306, § 3 (1-3).
67 H.R. 4306, § 3 (1)(A,C).
6 See, H.R. 4306, § 4(f)(4).
69 H.R. 4306, § 4(j).
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statutory mandate to do so, people who the law affects may reject
them as bad science.
C. Safe Drinking Water Act - Johnston 2
Proponents of risk assessment legislation cheered when
Senator Johnston's amendment to the Safe Drinking Water Act passed
the Senate."° This amendment requires the EPA to prepare risk
assessments whenever the agency publishes major rules.'
Fortunately, this amendment was not passed until a provision was
included to ensure that sensitive populations would be considered in
the risk assessment. This condition illustrates that legislators are at
least aware of some of the problems of risk assessment which affect
communities of color disproportionately. The manner in which
amendments of this type are applied will foreshadow the way in
which all sensitive populations will be treated under a new age of risk
assessment.
D. Superfund Reauthorization
The 103rd Congress failed to reauthorize the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Clean-up Liability Act (CERCLA). The
reauthorization bill had support from various industry, banking,
insurance, environmental, and environmental justice interests.7 The
administration's proposal is premised on the idea that all communities
are entitled to the same protection from potential health hazards
associated with Superfund sites.73 The EPA proposed bill stressed
community involvement, especially for the anticipated future land
70 Johnston Amendments I & 2, 103rd Cong., (1994).
7' A "major rule" is one that has an effect on the economy of $100 million
in any year.
72 H.R. 3800, 103rd Cong., 2d Sess. (1994).
7' Testimony of Carol Browner Before the House Government Operations
Comm. of the Subcomm. on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources, June
24, 1994, as reported by the Federal News Service.
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use, and therefore would have addressed and attempted to rectify
environmental justice issues by including residents and other affected
community members in the remediation and ranking systems.
Technical Assistance Grants (TAGs) would be available to
any group of individuals that may be affected by the release or
threatened release of hazardous substances in a site on the state
registry or National Priority List (NPL).74 The recipient must be a
legitimate representative of the community affected by the facility. 15
The grants may be used to interpret information regarding the hazard
at the facility, the remedial investigation and feasibility study
(RI/FS), the record of decision, the remedial action, or removal
activity.76 Additionally, TAGs may be used for activities relating the
possible ranking of the facility on the NPL.77 Only one grant may be
made per facility but the grant may be renewed to facilitate public
participation at all stages of the response action.7 ' TAGs may be used
by disproportionately affected communities to educate themselves
about the CERCLA cleanup, to promote getting state registry sites on
the NPL, and for making community participation more meaningful.
The grants are an important part of empowering the community in the
CERCLA process.
Additionally, the statute provides opportunity for public
meetings throughout the process.79 The meetings shall be designed
to obtain information from the community and disseminate
information to the community concerning the facility activities and
pending clean-up decisions.8" In terms of disseminating information,
all non-privileged information shall be made available, including risk
information which must be unbiased and informative.8 Specifically,
7 H.R. 3800, § 101 (e)(1).
75 H.R. 3800, § 101 (e)(3).
76 H.R. 3800, § 101 (e)(8)(A).
77 H.R. 3800, § 101 (e)(8)(B).
78 H.R. 3800, § 101 (e)(4).
79 H.R. 3800, § 101 (f)(1)(A).
80 H.R. 3800, § 101 (f)(1)(B).
81 H.R. 3800, § 101 (f)(8)(A).
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information regarding risk to human health shall minimally state the
populations addressed by the risk estimates, the expected risk or
central estimate of risk for these specific populations, any appropriate
upper- or lower-bound estimates, and the reasonable range or other
descriptions of uncertainties involved in the assessment process. 2
Therefore, the bill attempts to educate the affected community and to
adequately address the risk assessment weaknesses which will be
used in the clean-up without the taint of expert opinion.
Another novel concept is the Community Working Groups
(CWGs). The goal of these groups is to "achieve direct, regular, and
meaningful consultation with all interested parties throughout all
stages of the response action," provided the President decides that the
group would be useful, or 50 citizens or at least 20% of the
population of the locality in which the NPL facility is located petition
for the group to be established. 3 The CWG has the most clout
whenever the group reaches a consensus opinion on the issues that
they address.84 If consensus is not achieved, divergent views are
allowed to be presented."
The area where the CWG's opinion could be the most
influential or is of the most importance to the community is the future
land use recommendations. The bill is phrased such that the goal of
the provision is to "obtain greater community support for remedial
decisions affecting future land use," but the CWG may offer
recommendations for the reasonably anticipated future land use as
long as it is prior to the remedy selection. 6 However, the President
is not bound by the CWG recommendation, but must give it
"substantial weight" when the group achieves consensus.8 7 Except for
82 Id.
83 H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(1)(A).
84 H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(2). These duties include facility. remediation, facility
health studies, potential remedial alternative, and selection and implementation of
removal actions.
8' H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(2).
86 H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(3).
87 Id.
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future land use decisions, the CWG input shall be given equal weight
with TAG recipients and other affected community members."8 The
CWG membership shall not exceed 20 unpaid persons. The President
shall solicit and accept nominations and choose the membership in
consultation with the Citizen Information Access Office.89
Additionally, the President shall provide notice and opportunity to
participate to those members of the community who, historically,
have been disproportionately impacted by facility contamination in
their community.90
In addition to the CWG involvement in the future land use
designation process, when identifying reasonably anticipated future
land uses the President shall consider the land use history of the
facility, local land use regulations, proximity of the site
contamination to residents, sensitive populations or ecosystems, and
culturally significant areas.9
At first glance, the CWG seems to be an important and
influential body. Unfortunately, the CWG may include Potentially
Responsible Parties as well as residents, facility employees, local
government, and members of the medical community. This
composition could lead to the calculated defeat of any attempt at
consensus, since community members who may strongly desire a
future land use (which would require a more costly clean-up) may be
kept from consensus by the Potentially Responsible Parties or other
interest groups. Also, community members may not have the
lobbying power of other represented groups, who may compensate
their members for attending and participating in the group, and whose
job may be to recruit federal and state government support for their
ideas. Additionally, workers at the facility who do not have to live
near the site may force their concerns about jobs and the economy
and therefore drown out the voices of the community members.
88 H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(4).
89 H.R. 3800, § 101 (g)(5).
90 Id.
91 H.R. 3800, § 502(b)(2).
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Citizen Information and Access Offices (CIAOs) would be
established in each state under the reauthorization bill.92 These
offices would be independent, special purpose units of government
subject to state administrative law. The primary function of the
offices shall be to: inform citizens and elected officials of the state
registry and NPL sites in the state, provide citizens with their legal
rights pertaining to identification and response process under the act,
inform citizens of the possibility of community receiving an
alternative water supply, inform about the potential for a CWG,
provide a description of the facilities, disseminate information
characterizing the risks presented by a facility, act as an information
clearinghouse, assist the Administrator in their efforts to disseminate
information, and conduct outreach activities and provide information
to small disadvantaged businesses about federal and state contracting
and sub-contracting opportunities within the state.93 Therefore, these
CIAOs will facilitate information dissemination-especially to
disadvantaged groups and individuals. This will also empower
communities surrounding facilities and increase public confidence in
government by making the processes used and facts known about a
facility to the surrounding community, taking away the mystique of
the CERCLA process.
The bill also provides for Environmental Justice Studies
which would be prepared by the Administrator every two years and
then presented to Congress and made available to the public. The
content of the report shall consist of an analysis of each facility
comparing information on priority setting, response actions and
public participation to the population, race, ethnicity and income
characteristics of each community affected by the facility.94
Improvements will be made if any deficiencies are indicated in the
studies. This is only a study, but it would be an important step
towards ensuring a justly implemented hazardous waste cleanup
92 H.R. 3800, § 101 (h)(1).
93 H.R. 3800, § 101 (h)(2).
" H.R. 3800, § 101 (1)(1-2).
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protocol.
The Superfund Reauthorization bill also would call for
possible epidemiological studies of the population affected by the
contamination. Unfortunately, no funding exists for opening health
clinics near Superfund sites in order to diagnose and treat people
affected by the contamination.95
The reauthorization bill also would reexamine the hazardous
ranking system, a screen used in listing sites on the NPL in an attempt
to remedy excessive pollution in areas effected by more than one
polluting facility. 96 This grouping would then be scored as a single
facility for NPL purposes. Additionally, the agency may take history
of exposure, as well as site religious, subsistence, spiritual, or cultural
uses into account in NPL placement. Additionally, the hazardous
ranking system would have environmental justice facility scoring
where the administration would look at major urban and other areas
with environmental justice concerns and identify five state registry or
non-registered sites and accord them a priority for NPL listing.
The administrator would use a National Risk Protocol for
conducting risk assessments underlying the need for remedial
action.97  Currently, critics accuse the Superfund of using
conservative assumptions in conducting risk assessments.98
Unfortunately, the proposed bill does not address this problem.
Protection from overly conservative assumptions could occur at the
rule-making level, but this is not guaranteed since political pressure
shifts and there is no mandate in the legislation for this outcome. The
risk assessments from this protocol would be used to set cleanup
levels.99 These assessments are used to evaluate the need for remedial
action, the protective concentration levels of chemicals, and the
evaluation of remedial alternatives. The formula for the assessments
95 H.R. 3800, § 108 (A).
96 H.R. 3800, § 104 (h)(1).
97 H.R. 3800, § 501(d)(2).
91 Testimony of Carol Browner Before the Senate Committee on Environment
and Public Works, June 28, 1994.
99 Id.
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shall include demographic information, including separate exposure
factors for sensitive populations where relevant. The assessment
values will be set on a site-by-site basis after considering views from
the CWGs. By allowing for community participation, the bill creates
more dependable assessments which the public will more easily
believe since their input was considered. There are also provisions
which address concerns with assessment factors. These include
cumulative impacts and population protection to the 90th percentile.
Most importantly, the protocol calls for the creation of standardized
methodologies and procedures which will make monitoring the
adequacy of the process more practicable.
Overall, the provisions in HR 3800 would improve the status
of low-income, historically disadvantaged communities, and
communities disproportionately impacted by pollution in the
hazardous waste cleanup process. Unfortunately, this would not be
enough. The bill lacks an affirmative mandate to correct
environmental injustices of the past. Instead, the bill provides
procedures and bureaucracy for the community members to empower
and educate themselves if they have time in their lives to become
politically active. Usually, this practice is reserved for retirees, living
comfortably on their pensions, and politicians; both groups want to
control everyone else's lives.
The major proposed reforms address how the current law is
applied. This bill is more than lip service to environmental justice
advocates and risk assessment critics. The bill involves communities
in the decision-making and in the question forming stages.
Currently, the EPA uses risk assessments to determine
whether remedies for Superfund sites are protective of human health
and the environment. Some environmental professionals consider
risk assessment procedures a useful tool since:
(1) modem technology has developed instrumentation
that can measure pollutants to the parts per billion and
sometimes parts per trillion levels, and government
agencies find that they can identify pollutants at lower
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levels than those that can be cleaned up considering
technical and sometimes economic limitations; and
(2) in cleanup decisions, government must consider
the toxicity of substances that can cause serious health
and environmental problems at very low levels.' 0
Therefore, risk assessments can be used to examine what level of risk
is acceptable.
Specifically, risk assessment is being used in the creation of
the remedial investigation and feasibility studies (RI/FS)."'0
Unfortunately, the data collection for these formulations is
minimal." 2 The agencies characterize the risks after considering the
geology and other physical characteristics of the site, potential
exposure pathways--through environmental media as well as
inhalation and ingestion, and other factors such as sensitive
populations.'03 This last consideration in the characterization of risk
does minimal good in ensuring adequate protection for communities
suffering from environmental injustices. These characterizations are
combined into a base-line risk assessment which helps to establish
acceptable exposure levels which are then used in developing
alternatives for the feasibility study.
Additionally, current regulations provide some guidance for
community relations during the Superfund process."' The
requirements apply to all remedial activities undertaken pursuant to
CERCLA sections 104-106 and 122. The lead agency conducts
interviews with local officials, community residents, and public
interest groups to solicit concern and information needs and to find
out when citizens would like to be involved in the Superfund
" Donald A. Brown, Superfund Cleanups, Ethics, and Environmental
Risk Assessment, 16 B.C. ENVTL. L. REv. 181, 182-183 (1988). See also, 42 U.S.C.
§ 9604(a)(1) (1994).
1o 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(a)(2) (1994).
102 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(b)(2)(4)(5)(8) (1994).
103 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(d)(2) (1994).
10440 C.F.R. § 300.430(c) (1994).
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process. 05 Also, the agency prepares a formal community relations
plan based on these interviews that specifies the community activities
which will take place during the remedial response.0 6 The purpose
of this plan is-to ensure the public an appropriate opportunity for
involvement in site-related decisions, determine the appropriate
activities to ensure this input, and provide for opportunities for the
community to learn about the site. 7 The current CIAO equivalent
is the establishment of at least one local information repository at or
near the location of the response action containing all information
made public as well as information for obtaining technical assistance
grants) 8 Unfortunately, none of these measures equate to the CWG
establishment under the would be Superfund reform.
Also, in accepting an alternative for remediation, the agency
should address components of alternatives interested persons in the
community support, oppose, or just have reservations about.'0 9 After
the preferred remedy is selected, the agency shall notify the public of
the availability of the proposed plan, provide reasonable opportunity
for response and comments, opportunity for a public meeting, and
prepare a summary of these comments."10
Environmental Protection Community Right To Know Act
(EPCRTKA) and other community right-to-know laws increase
public distrust of companies which impose hazards and thus, in order
to promote risks, these same companies must decrease the risk and
take an active role in protecting the community."' These right-to-
know laws are now on state levels. They are important tools for
empowering the public, yet the information that they generate is not
as easily accessible as it would be if CIAOs were in place.
Overall, Superfund reform is needed in order to improve risk
,os 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(c)(2)(1) (1994).
106 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(c)(2)(ii) (1994).
107 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(c)(2)(ii) (1994).
108 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(c)(2)(iii) (1994).
109 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(e)(2)(I)(A)(9)(iii)(I) (1994).
110 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(f)(1)(ii) (1994).
.' See Levinson supra note 28.
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assessments and better protect communities with environmental
justice concerns. Our nations most polluted sites are, though slowly,
being cleaned up with the exception of communities of color.
Therefore, if the application of the law is changed such to amend risk
assessment to account for cumulative impacts and historical
environmental injustices, communities will find greater justice in
EPA clean up strategies.
VII. Executive Branch Attempts to Integrate Risk Assessment
and Environmental Justice
Legislation cannot be specific enough to address the problem
of insufficient risk assessments in the environmental justice arena.
Even well intentioned legislative plans cannot be implemented
without a well informed agency implementing the mandates which
the legislature gives them. The following are the attempts taken by
the executive branch of the government in order to correct
environmental injustice and to create more reliable risk assessments.
A. Executive Order on Environmental Justice
On February 16, 1994 The President issued an Executive
Order entitled, "Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations." This document
ordered federal agencies, to the greatest extent practicable, to make
achieving environmental justice part of their mission by "identifying
and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse
human health and environmental effects on minority populations and
low-income populations." ' The order also created a working group
consisting of at least one senior official from each appropriate agency
that conducts environmental programs or activities or undertakes
actions that substantially effect human health and the environment.
Since these agencies would address these issues, risk assessments
12 Executive Order No. 12,898, 59 Fed: Reg. 7629 (Feb. 11, 1994).
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would also used by these agencies. This group is intended to: provide
guidance for agencies in identifying environmental justice issues,
serve as a clearinghouse, ensure that the "administration,
interpretation and enforcement of programs, activities and policies are
undertaken in a consistent manner that identifies and addresses"
environmental hazards in communities affected by environmental
injustices, coordinate research between agencies effecting
environmental justice, hold public meetings, and develop an
interagency model on environmental justice that demonstrates the
cooperation between agencies. This information would make risk
assessments a more valuable tool in these areas, but this order does
not command change. The order simply demands activities to
accumulate information. This information could be used by
community and environmental activists to prove discrimination or
other deficiencies in the implementation of environmental laws.
B. Environmental Protection Agency
The EPA recognizes that change is needed within their own
organization. Science needs to be improved within the agency itself,
and the intra-agency programs need to be more efficiently integrated.
Part of the EPA's new strategy includes both reviewing
environmental justice concerns and providing strong science and data
with respect to risk."3 In terms of environmental justice, the EPA
wants to ensure that all people and communities are treated equitably
under environmental laws and policies so that everyone may share
environmental benefits." 4 The EPA hopes to foster a productive
dialogue with citizens about science and risk. Additionally, the EPA
realizes that in order to be credible and effective they must base their
policies and regulations in not only the physical sciences, but the
... Testimony of Carol Browner Before the House committee on Science Space
and Technology, July 27, 1994.
114 Id.
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social sciences as well." 5 These two efforts, combined, promise to
make the agency a more effective communicator and an agency that
deserves public trust.
The EPA has taken steps to fulfill these goals. In accordance
with President Clinton's Executive Order on Environmental Equity,
the EPA is preparing an Environmental Justice Action Document.
Currently, the EPA promises more focused enforcement of existing
environmental laws and increased reliance on Title VI of the 1964
Civil Rights Act in order to remedy any environmental racism. Some
predict that at the extreme, this new focus of getting environmental
justice issues into all federal activities will give the federal
government and grassroots environmental groups standing in local
zoning cases." 6 The EPA's explicit goals in this draft document are
to ensure that no segment of the population bears a disproportionate
amount of environmental pollution, to empower and educate
everyone to participate early in decision-making, and to form new
partnerships in achieving sustainable communities." 7
As a policy, these goals and aspirations are commendable.
Unfortunately, during these times when a balanced budget seems
impossible and taxpayers do not want to pay the federal government
more, the need for increased funding to realize these goals will be
difficult if not impossible to attain.
The EPA is working on the problem of environmental justice
notjust because of the executive order, but because their own Science
Advisory Board calls for an "integrated management system" to link
the EPA's research agenda with the laboratories with high priority to
the issues of environmental justice and risk assessment. "8
Unfortunately, the funding problems are also felt in the Research and
Development arm of the EPA. No matter how great an agency's
15Id.
I6 Special Report: EPA Eyes Enforcement Plan Emphasizing Civil Rights,
HAZARDOUS WASTE NEWS, May 9, 1994.
117 Id.
' Improvements Needed in EPA R&D Management, ENVIRONMENT WEEK,
May 19, 1994.
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intentions may be, it will not lead to any significant change without
Congressional approval of an increased budget.
Under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, the EPA created
the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council to "provide
advice and information on broad, cross-cutting domestic
environmental justice 'policies and issues to the EPA
Administrator."" 9 The Council will advise the Interagency Working
Group on Environmental Justice. The group is comprised of
community-based groups, industry, business, federal, state, tribal, and
local government organizations, academic and educational
institutions, and non-governmental environmental groups.12 0 The
council consists of subcommittees addressing communication, health,
waste and enforcement, but obviously missing concerns are farm-
worker issues, international issues, indigenous/tribal issues, and
worker diversity issues.' 21 Other Council activities include advising
the EPA on the creation of the Environmental Justice Strategy. In
this strategy the EPA recommends evaluating current risk assessment
methodologies as they relate to affected communities.' 22 This
perhaps, would be one of the most effectual measures the EPA could
take since risk assessments lack the scientific know how to account
for the multiple exposures that members of an environmentally
discriminated community are exposed to when setting assessments
for a particular industry.
Unfortunately, the group has not been without controversy.
A coalition of council members have protested the appointment of a
Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commissioner since that
group has several environmental discrimination lawsuits pending.
2 3
Even though the administration is expressing concern about
environmental justice issues and is actively seeking council with
"9 Environmental Justice Issues of Scope, Procedures Discussed With Browner






those parties directly effected by and effecting quantities of pollution
in areas of environmental justice concern, the agency is still being
criticized by the movement for insensitive appointments in Council
leadership.
Recently, these'advisors have suggested that the EPA seek
chemical discharge data from United States corporations operating
facilities in developing countries under the authority of the Toxic
Substances Control Act. 4 Specifically, the committee would like to
see enforcement measures used against U.S. corporations in Mexico
which discharge into the New River. On September 23rd the EPA
announced that it was issuing subpoenas to 95 parent companies of
plants located in this region. This data will be used to conduct risk
assessments in the area. This way, the EPA will be attacking
international as well as domestic environmental justice problems
using risk assessment.
The EPA is also studying and committing to improve their
risk assessment technology. In response to a recent National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) report on risk assessment.
Environmental justice was included in a list of possible risk related
issues that the new commission might review.125  Even though
environmental justice is only a possible area for review, other areas
targeted for improvement could indirectly effect the risk assessments
done in environmentally disadvantaged communities. These areas
include: hazardous air pollutants, risk characterization practices,
assessment of non-cancer risks, multi-path and multi-source exposure
assessment, differing chemical susceptibilities, and risk research
tools. 26 The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments established the Risk
Assessment Commission in order to "make a full investigation of the
policy implications and appropriate uses of risk assessment and risk
124 Seek Release from US Firms In Developing Nations, Advisers Tell EPA,
DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES 205 d38, October 26, 1994.
125 Goldman Presents EPA Eight-Point Response To NAS Risk Report To White
House Panel, BNA CHEMICAL REGULATION DAILY, July 5, 1994.
126 Id.
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management in regulatory programs under various federal laws to
prevent ... human health effects... from exposure to hazardous
substances. "'
27
These commissions and councils are only a start to the EPA's
remedying of environmental injustices. These groups advise and
counsel but do not make law or implement policy. These groups
show that the EPA recognizes the environmental justice problem and
is eager to learn about it, but is not yet ready to take affirmative steps
to remedy the situation. One area of the EPA regulation may be the
exception, due to their advisors recommendations.
The Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances
(OPPTS) recognizes the importance of the Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA) in directing the-future of risk assessment so to protect all
populations. This office has learned that the EPA needs to adopt a
pollution prevention ethic and that the EPA needs to empower the
public with information in order to make environmental progress.' 21
In order to promote less risky chemical alternatives, this office is
attempting to revitalize its chemical testing programs to use risk
assessment and risk management wisely. Farm workers would be
helped if the EPA used a "use cluster" approach to select the safest
chemical for the task. Additionally, OPP envisions using TSCA to
solve environmental injustices in certain geographic areas and
associated with certain industries. Using the Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI), the EPA was able to discover that a certain chemical (ethylene
dichloride) was only being used in a small number of facilities in
discrete geographical areas. The EPA then worked with the states
using the EPA statutory authority to reduce the emissions.' 29
,27 Risk Assessment Commission Begins Information Gathering, PESTICIDE &
Toxic CHEMICAL NEws, July 13, 1994.
128 Testimony of Lynn R. Goldman, M.D., Assistant Administrator, Office of
Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, Before the Subcomm. on Toxic
Substances, Research, and Development of the Comm. on Environment and Public
Works, July 13, 1994.
129 Id.
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Also, TSCA section 21130 petitions were received involving
the New River in California. The TSCA program is now generating
information to help both government and citizens control the source
of pollution, agriculture runoff, etc. In these examples, the EPA is
identifying or working to rectify environmental justice concerns using
their statutory authority.
Additionally, the EPA handles administrative complaints
under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. None of these complaints
have been acted on as of yet. One rejected complaint was about a
chemical plant in Louisiana. Subsequently, the EPA has filed a suit
charging this same company with violations of hazardous waste,
right-to-know, and air pollution laws.13' These charges also relate to
the company's shipping of more than 300,000 pounds of hazardous
waste to a plant in South Africa. 132 In this way, the complaint helped
the EPA focus its enforceinent on an area particularly feeling the
brunt of environmental hazard, thereby addressing the pollution
cleanup, but not by using the Civil Rights law. No matter the reason
for that particular communities burden of hazard; at least action is
now being taken.
Overall, the EPA cannot be the answer to remedying
environmental injustice. Agencies are pawns of the President. Even
independent agencies are effected by the political winds which shift
with increasing rapidity. Any agency policy can only be expected to
be acted upon as long as the current President remains in power.
Therefore it is important that environmental justice concerns and
mandates for remedies are included in stronger manner.
C. Office of Management and Budget
Problems with risk assessment are recognized by many
130 Toxic Substances Control Act 15 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq. (1988).
.DOJHits Borden Chemicals with Charges of RCRA, Right-to-Know, Air Act
Violations, DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES 207 d28, October 28, 1994.
132ld.
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government agencies. Currently, the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) has formed a regulatory subcommittee on Risk
Analysis.' This committee has written draft principles for risk
assessment, risk management and communication. These principles
are to be goals for agency activity which form a flexible framework
since risk analysis is a new tool for which exact procedures are still
being worked out. Fortunately, these principles address various
concerns that risk assessment opponents point out. Unfortunately,
these principles do not do enough to ensure that concerns with risk
assessment are adequately addressed.
These principles say that agencies should employ the "best
reasonably obtainable information from the natural, physical, and
social sciences" to assess risks. This policy retreats even further from
the old NEPA standard that if risk uncertainties cannot be foretold
then zero should be the tolerance level for the related substance or
activity. Unfortunately, this recommendation would not have to be
followed. Risk assessors from the Office of Pesticide Programs and
the EPA admit that the information which they receive from pesticide
producers for doing the risk assessment is often inadequate, but they
are still required to complete the assessment.'34 Also, this policy
assumes that science should be the foremost important policy
director.
OMB's second principle for risk assessment is that
characterizations of risk should be both mathematical and qualitative.
The characterization should be broad enough to inform the range of
policies to reduce risks. This means that as well as receiving numbers
like 10' there will be comparisons of the risks from hazardous waste
incinerators and from smoking. But these comparisons will not
emphasize that one of these risks is voluntary while the other is not.
... OMB Interagency Regulatory Working Group Subcommittee on Risk
Analysis Draft Risk Assessment, Management, Communication Principles Obtained
by BNA Aug. 25, 1994, DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES 164 d80, August 26, 1994.
' Personal conversation at the Office of Pesticide Program conference on
Proposed changes to pesticide registration.
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Third, the OMB suggests that judgments used in risk
assessment such as assumptions, defaults and uncertainties, should be
stated explicitly as well as having the rationales behind the judgments
and the influence of the risk assessment fully articulated. This would
be a great opportunity to inform the public. Unfortunately, this leaves
the public looking at the final product without being able to
participate in choosing the judgments that influence the final
assessments.
Fourth, the OMB states the subpopulations that may be
particularly susceptible to exposure of the risk should be considered.
Additionally, the assessment should incorporate all appropriate
hazards. Mere consideration of subpopulations is not enough. Risk
Assessments should be geared toward the sensitive and
disproportionately impacted communities. Any risk assessment done
for the average 170 lb. white male is underprotective.
Five and Six pertain to consistency and peer review, both
suggestions are necessary if risk assessment swamped the actions of
all agencies. The problems addressed in these principles and the
weaknesses included in the principles illustrate a spectrum of
problems with the process as a whole.
VIII. Suggestions for Attaining Environmental Justice via Public
Participation in Risk Assessment and Other Regulatory Matters
A. The Importance of Increasing Public Participatioil in our
Current Legislative and Regulatory Structure
I
An article by James S. Freeman & Rachel Godsil suggests
incorporating community perceptions of risk into environmental risk
assessments in order to successfully make hazardous waste siting
decisions.'35 The article emphasizes the importance of community
135 James S. Freeman & Rachel Godsil, The Question of Risk: Incorporating
Community Perceptions into Environmental Risk Assessments, 21 FORDHAM URB.
L.J. 547 (1994).
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participation in governmental decisions in order to create trust and
good will. They discuss the importance of having a community veto
power over hazardous waste siting decisions, 36 the importance on
counteracting corporate misinformation campaigns, using
administrative review processes, and urge the federal government to
take on its role as protector of the environment. 137 Overall, this article
has important suggestions for increasing acceptability of
environmental hazards by having government help communities
understand and combat inadequate risk assessments.
B. Confidence in Government and Industry may be Increased by
Incorporating the Public in the Risk Assessment Process
Frank Fischer calls for the restructuring of risk assessment
that would integrate science and public participation into risk
assessment procedures. 3 ' First, he suggests that agency assessors
move beyond the idea that technical knowledge and better risk
communication can answer the questions relating to risk; an idea
based on a "technocratic ideology," resting all decisions on
technological solutions.'39 Next, he recommends that laypersons be
integrated into the risk assessment process as part of a discussion of
social and institutional issues upon which quantitative risk
assessments are based. 40 This would be done by integrating the
public into decisions about the problem definition, the identification
and search for risks, the discounting of long-term versus short-term
risks, and interpreting the meaning and uses of the analysis.' 4' He
claims that the advantages would be the building of stakeholder
interests into the analysis and the addressing of public legitimation
', Id, at 569.
13 Id, at 569-575.
"' Frank Fischer, Risk Assessment and Environmental Crisis: Toward
an hItegration of Science and Participation, 5 INDUSTRIAL CRISIS Q. 113 (1991).




and motivation. 142 These processes will incorporate the ideas and
concerns of the community into the risk assessment, making the
public more comfortable with the risks and the decisions which are
based on those risk calculations. Given a chance, laypersons can
grapple with scientific issues and grasp the consequences.
143
Overall, the article suggests radical changes to the risk
assessment process which would improve community confidence in
the decisions based on these figures. Unfortunately, the specifics of
how to determine who would be involved and the probable increase
in the time of turnover of the assessments and the processes used to
implement the assessment into policy are not addressed. Some of
these obstacles are minor when the end product is so necessary--
having communities trust scientific decisions that protect them. But
if the risk managers are not held accountable to the public, then
problems will still exist. Fortunately, administrative procedures of
notice and comment and public hearings are still in place so that
community voices will be heard if the proposed action is not
consistent with the assessment.
C. Risk Assessment and Environmental Justice Concerns may be
Prevented by Insulating Agencies from the Public
Stephen Breyer, in his book Breaking the Vicious Circle,
claims that our system of regulation has failed, most notably, in
setting environmental priorities.t 44 He blames public perception,
Congressional action and reaction, and technical uncertainties for
developing the "vicious circle" of regulation, which does not
142 Id.
'
43 See generally id. at 123. (citing to a city committee's intelligent and rational
recommendation when involved in issues relating to scientific experimentation).
'44 Stephen Breyer, Breaking the Vicious Circle: Toward Effective Risk
Regulation, 93 MICH. L. REV. 1498 (1993). See generally, David A. Dana, Review
Essay: Setting Environmental Priorities: The Promise of a Bureaucratic Solution,
74 B.U.L. REv. 365 (reviewing Breyer book).
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prioritize spending in a truly Adam Smith invisible hand approach.1
45
Specifically, he suggests that risk assessment procedures should be
carried out even further away from the public since the methodology
uses technical and scientific processes. Without this separation, he
believes that the public's emotions and distorted perceptions
influence the final outcome and bias the assessment. This takes
government farther away from an already distrustful people. This
attitude illustrates the self-perception of science and technology
believers that their decisions are unbiased and value-free when in fact
they are ignoring individual beliefs and values which are not
scientifically oriented.
In a review of this book, David Dana, a critic, accuses Stephen
Breyer of ignoring the role that special interest groups have played in
shaping our environmental priorities, along with the danger that his
proposed reforms would enhance the influence of these groups. He
is also accused of overestimating the extent that a politically insulated
bureaucrat can "rationalize" environmental priorities.146
A politically insulated risk management team would shroud
the risk assessment process from public scrutiny. The public will not
know what government decisions are based on and will be unable to
politically respond, to the risk process since they will not have access
to the procedural workings. Since many of the communities affected
by pollution already feel politically helpless, further distance between
these communities and the agency decision-making process will open
a gap for special interest groups to fill. Many times these special
interest groups have more funding and expertise in risk matters and
will be able to speculate about procedures and communicate with
communities. This will lead to an even greater community distrust
of government and reliance on special interest groups.
Agencies are known to be comfortable bed fellows with the
industries which they regulate, so "rational" decision-making will not
necessarily occur once the risk process is separated from public
'45 Breyer, supra note 144, at 50.
146 Id. at 365.
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sentiment. Dana says that rationalization will not occur since it
demands goals and a technocratic way of reaching the goal. What
risk regulators will be doing is more value-laden and, thus, more
deliberative.' 47
In other words, Breyer's proposed changes to the
environmental regulation process, most importantly the insulation of
risk assessors, will lead to increased governmental distrust. Agencies
are designed to utilize expertise in order to implement regulations
which lead to the achievement of goals set by statute by Congress.
By insulating the processes which prioritize and formulate the means
for reaching these goals, Breyer asks that the democracy be taken out
of one branch of government.
IX. The Societal Problem of Trust in Government Requires That
Legislation and Federal Agency Politics Be Set Aside in Order to
Create More Cohesive Policy Decisions on a Local Level
A. Legislation is Ineffectual for Solving Today's Complex
Problems
Legislation in the environmental justice arena will be
ineffective. Many laws prohibit discrimination, yet discrimination
and racism are still real problems in our society. Laws addressing
environmental justice issues would be an important gesture to
affected communities because they would at least recognize the
problem, but without effective policies and enforcement procedures
these laws will mean nothing.
Legislation could be a way to monitor risk assessment
procedures, or at least demand that certain things are taken into
account when formulating the acceptable risk. Legislation could also
demand that regulators start with the proposition that they must
eliminate risks instead of determining how much of a risk is
141 Dana, supra note 144, at 381 (distinguishing between rationalization and
deliberation).
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acceptable. Congress is too influenced by large lobbying
organizations to be an effective vehicle for obtaining risk assessments
that effect specific communities. The political tide switches too
rapidly to allow a sustainable manner of dealing with risk to be
formulated. Representatives answer to their constituents, therefore,
if people's attitudes change towards risk and the activities that benefit
from the risks, then maybe progress towards a minimal risk society
could be made.
B. Agencies Need to be Restructured in Order to Regain Societal
Trust
In theory, agencies are supposed to be removed from the
people and the politicians. Agencies deal with technical matters and
all decision-makers within the agencies are experts. Therefore,
theoretically, no bias and values are incorporated into agency
decisions and rule. This is not the case. However, agency personnel
often become friendly with the organization which they regulate,
inflicting bias into the equation. Therefore, a check is needed to
prevent this bias from occurring or at least to counter-balance the
bias.
Additionally, problems which face today's society cannot be
solved by experts alone. Many problems are the result of inadequate
science, psychological effects, economic status, and political power.
Decisions can no longer be made based on one discipline or another.
Therefore, it is imperative that those affected by decisions be
involved in the process which arrives at the decisions.
The use of good science is of the utmost importance in today's
society. Improvements in risk assessments are likely to improve
clean up efforts and hazardous waste siting decisions, but without
public trust in the science on which the risk, assessments are based,
any improvements are not meaningful, since public perceptions of
risk will not change. Therefore, agencies which close off their
processes to the public will be ineffectual.
What our environmentally degraded communities need is a
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newly organized agency structure. Agencies all need to coordinate
their efforts to obtain environmental data. This means that along with
EPA, Occupational Safety and' Health Administration, the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Defense, the
Department of Energy, and the Department of the Interior should
combine data banks in order to create and implement policy giving
due regard to all potential adverse effects on human health and the
environment. Additionally, the EPA should coordinate its efforts
internally so that the air, water, and waste disposal divisions know the
other polluting agents in a given region.
C. Decisions Adversely Affecting Communities' Environments
Should be Made at a Level Closer to the People
Local government would seem to be the best situated to
handle problems of environmental justice and fair risk assessments.
Local government is closer to the people and is possibly a less
adversarial setting in which to regulate and assess environmental
risks. However, local government is also the same body that is in
charge of local ordinances which allow for the siting of dumps and
other less desirable and risky endeavors. So, even though the level
of government is small enough to make the affected population seem
large, there may be other conflicts. Maybe the solution is for local
government action, integrated with proper community and individual
participation and input, under the watchful eye of a federal or state
agency.
D. Decisions Affecting the Environment Should be Made in
Tandem with the Public
Most importantly, agencies are going to have to give the
public a more interactive instead of adversarial role in policy and rule
making. This interaction will have to occur in an national and local
framework. At the national level, environmental watchdog groups
should be incorporated into the process. On a local level, community
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activists and the affected residents should be considered and appeased
in decision-making. This may sound like a bureaucratic nightmare,
but it is time to take government to the people. Elections have
created major upsets in the last few years. Political and
environmental stability on a local level is needed to create a more
patriotic fervor and to create a strong sentiment of equality.
E. Incorporating Notions of Caution into Policy Making will
Incite Trust
The precautionary principle is found in the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development (1992). As stated in this document,
all states (nations) shall apply the precautionary principle where there
are threats of serious or irreversible damage and uncertainty. This
uncertainty shall not be a reason for postponing measures to prevent
environmental degradation. In other words, the precautionary
principle reasons that the environment should be protected regardless
of the uncertainty involved in the threat.
In risk assessment, this would mean that wherever uncertainty
exists, regulators shall take the most cautious, cost-effective approach
to remedying environmental degradation. More appropriate for
communities with environmental justice concerns, this principle
should be used regardless of the cost-effectiveness, since one possible
reason for these areas being so contaminated is the fact that siting
environmental hazards in the area was cost-effective. Caution and
cost should not go hand in hand.
X. Conclusion
Environmental justice concerns are concerns of everyone.
The movement invokes the question, "Why?" in everyone who
attempts to understand the past environmental policy decisions that
created the toxic "hot spots" in our society today. When attempting
to answer, people are faced with risk assessments which were used
when calculating the amount of acceptable risk to people who have
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some sort of contact with the activity. Why did the EPA use
assessments based on incomplete data? Why did the agencies not
account for multiple exposures when calculating the risks from a
certain activity?
Hopefully, this paper can account for some of the past
injustices and light the way for some type of reform in the siting of
waste repositories and the licensing of polluting facilities. No matter
what procedural changes are implemented, the certain cure is for the
public to demand risk reduction and elimination with the
understanding that consumption patterns must be changed.

